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INTRODUCTION 
Chironomus tentans is an organism with interesting possi­
bilities for genetic research. It mates in single pairs, 
producing up to 2,500 offspring from a single egg mass, 
matures under favorable conditions, in 30 days and has ex­
tremely large polytene chromosomes ideal for morphological 
characterization. Further, the hemelymph of the larvae con­
tains an easily isolated hemoglobin, present as an isozyme 
system, in which individual larva contain, on the average, 
seven electrophoretically different hemoglobins. These 
factors point to the possible use of Ch. tentans in exploring 
the genetic basis of enzyme production in higher organisms. 
This study concerns the preliminary work necessary be­
fore such problems can be attacked. Essentially, it attempts 
to determine the number of loci involved in hemoglobin 
production and their quantitative interaction. It consists 
of three parts. First, purification of the conglomerate 
hemoglobins of Chironomus and determination of their mole­
cular weight. Second, the analysis of electrophoretic varia­
tions using gel electrophoresis. Last, the ascertainment 
of the effect of environment and developmental stage on the 
patterns obtained. 
With the information from such studies in hand a reason­
able attempt can be made to deduce the genetic basis of hemo­
globin production in Ch. tentans. 
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BACKGROUND 
Purification 
The purification of the hemoprotein is relatively simple 
and has been carried out in essentially similar fashion by 
a number of authors. For example, Formanek and Engel (1968) 
employed the following procedure. They extracted the hemo­
globin by first freezing and thawing the larvae in a 1.3 M 
(NH^)2S0^, IM (NH^)2HP0^ solution, which caused the larvae 
to burst releasing.the hemolymph into solution. This was 
followed by filtration and ammonium sulfate precipitation, 
centrifugation to collect the precipitate,dialysis against 
a 0.005M phosphate buffer (pH 8.6) and chromatography on 
DEAE cellulose with rechromatography of individual peaks on 
CM cellulose. This procedure yielded peaks with a 415/280 
III 
mu ratio for the Fe CN form of 3:1. 
Molecular Weight 
The molecular weight of the isolated hemoglobin has been 
in doubt for some time. Svedberg and Eriksson-Quensel (1934) 
estimated that the hemoglobin of Ch. plumpsus had a sedimen­
tation coefficient (S__ ) of 2.0 and a molecular weight of 
z u ^ w 
31,400. Braun (1964) and Braunitzer and Braun (1965) 
found from Ch. thummi that single peaks on DEAE cellulose 
could be resolved into two dissimilar polypeptide chains by 
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countercurrent distribution, lending support to the belief 
that the hemoglobin of Chironomus tentans was a dimer com­
posed of two polypeptides each of molecular weight 16,500. 
Behlke and Scheler (1967) determined, by means of centri-
fugation, that an equilibrium existed between the dimeric 
and monomeric forms of the hemoglobin of Ch. plumosus with 
the dimer predominating at pH 5.2 to 7.0 with an S value of 
2.73 + 0.02 and the monomer predominating in the region 
pH 9.0 to 10.0, with an S value of 1.8. 
However, contrary evidence has been published indicating 
a molecular weight of approximately 16,000 for both the hemo­
globin of Ch. plumosus and Ch. tentans. Tichy (1967) working 
with Ch. tentans determined a molecular weight of 15,000 + 
1,000 by centrifugation. English (1968) found that both sperm 
whale myoglobin and Chironomus tentans hemoglobin shared the 
same elution volume on Sephadex G-lOO and determined the 
molecular weight of both to be 17,000 in comparison to several 
protein markers. 
In addition Tichy (1967) and English (1968) found that 
strains of Ch. tentans that were phenotypically different as 
to electrophoretic pattern demonstrated a codominant pattern 
in hybrids formed between them i.e., they demonstrated a 
simple additive relationship in the expected on the basis 
of monomeric but not dimeric hemoglobins. Further, English 
(1968) and Manwell (1966) were unable to make any further 
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separation of individual hemoglobin bands when using SM 
urea, mercaptoethanol gels, indicating once again that the 
hemoglobins isolated were monomeric. 
Number of Hemoglobins 
English (1968), Thompson and English (1966), and Manwell 
(1966) working with starch gels and Tichy (1967) working with 
acrylamide gels have all found a high degree of multiplicity 
in the hemoglobins of Chironomous with individual larvae 
possessing up to ten different electrophoretically separable 
forms. Manwell, working with Ch. plumosus, converted the 
hemoglobins into the methemoglob.in, CO-hemoglobin and methe-
moglobin cyanide forms and found slight changes in electro-
phoretic mobility but no change in the fundamental hetero­
geneity of the forms. 
All four authors indicated as well, that within a given 
strain the hemoglobin pattern varied from instar to instar 
(as judged on the basis of size) but within each stage did 
not show a detectable variation that could be considered 
genetic. These authors relied in the main on a visual com­
parison of hemoglobins stained with a general protein stain. 
Manwell determined the accuracy of this method by a com­
parison between densitometry in the visible and U.V. and 
total staining whereas English found that benzidene staining 
paralleled general protein staining of starch gel runs. 
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Tichy (1967) established by means of cytological 
analysis of hybrids between Ch. pallidivittatus and Ch. 
tentans that the three species specific hemoglobin loci 
were located on the third chromosome. Similarly, Thompson 
(1969) found that three of the hemoglobin loci of a Tubingen 
strain of Ch. tentans were located on the third chromosome 
through hybridization with a Wisconsin strain of the same 
species. Recently, Beermann in an oral report (1952) on 
Tichy's work has indicated that seven of the hemoglobins 
are on the third chromosome and that they are not all clus­
tered but seperable from one another by recombination. 
Environment 
The progeny of Ch. tentans are deposited in water as a 
gelatinous egg mass and spend all but their adult life as 
aquatic organisms (Sandler, 1935). Creating a rich medium 
for their growth consequently implies close control of the 
bacterial environment as variation in pH, temperature, Og 
content etc. change readily in a liquid medium. At the 
time of this writing a procedure for the sterilization of the 
egg mass of Chironomus is not available and consequently 
neither have defined conditions have described. 
Manwell carried out his studies on larvae isolated from 
a slightly brackish pond. Thompson, English and Tichy em­
ployed a method after Beermann (1952) in which larvae were 
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grown on cellucotton, wintered over leaves of deciduous 
trees and ground nettle leaf, in 0.05% saline solution. 
No attempt was made to control the bacterial, mold or proto­
zoan populations, except by changes of water. 
It is implicit in all of these studies that the environ­
ment is of limited importance, .this being supported by the 
fact that patterns within each instar do not vary from 
culture to culture. 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
Purification 
Although the number of larvae prepared for experimenta-, 
tion varied somewhat, on the average 200 larvae were used per 
purification run. These were washed with distilled water 
over a #50 sieve and placed in 100 mis of appropriate buffer. 
Initially this was a .05M NaCl buffer, pH 7.0. Later, in 
recognition of the spectral stability of the oxidized cyanide 
form, 10 mg of KCN and one gram of KgFetCN)^ were added to 100 
ml of the above buffer, and the larvae bled in this solution 
III to convert the hemoglobin to the Fe CN form. 
In either case the larvae were quartered lengthwise 
with a scissors and the larval debris removed immediately 
by centrifugation at 40,000 x g for 30 min. By avoiding 
homogenization and standing, a minimum of intracellular 
enzymes were released and the supernatant yielded an initial 
TTT 
ratio at 420/280 for the Fe CN form of 2:1 as compared to 
a ratio of 1/1 by homogenization methods (Braun, 1964). 
The volume of sample was reduced through the direct 
addition of dry Sephadex G-25. For this purpose a special 
centrifuge tube, manufactured by Occamy Associates, was 
employed. It consisted of a tube in the top portion of which 
a porous basket, capable of retaining dry Sephadex while 
passing aqueous solutions, was mounted. Dry Sephadex of the 
appropriate amount was added to the basket followed by the 
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protein solution. The Sephadex was allowed to swell for a 
few minutes and the tubes were then centrifuged at 10 00 x g 
for 10 minutes. A ratio of one gram of G-25 was used per 4 
ml of sample in such reductions. Since G-25 has a water 
regain of 2.5ml per gram this yielded a 60% volume reduction 
per run. Volume reductions were made successively until the 
appropriate volume was reached, for most column operations 
this was approximately 10 ml. In the cases where the CN. 
form was used, the volume was not reduced until 24 hours 
after the initial isolation, to allow for complete oxidation. 
The material was then run through a column of Sephadex 
G-100. The method of application varied from experiment 
to experiment; the sample either being applied by means of 
a Sephadex flow adaptor and two 3-way valves or layered on 
under buffer as a 3% sucrose solution. Columns were run 
in a downward direction. The columns consisted of either 
a single Pharmacia K 25/40 column or two such columns placed 
in series by means of flow adapters. No difference in purity 
could be demonstrated between the two methods. 
The columns were prepared with gel swollen for three 
days in appropriate buffer and poured in a single pass. 
In the case of the HbOg studies the phosphate-chloride buffer 
described previously was employed. In the cyanmethemoglobin 
studies lOOmg/liter of KCN were added to the buffer. 
Samples were added directly to the columns without 
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dialysis as the Sephadex purification does not require 
equilibration of sample with buffer and in fact is a de­
salting procedure itself. 
Samples from the peaks at 412 mu (oxyhemoglobin) or 
420 (cyanomethemoglobin) were collected, and those ex­
hibiting a 3:1 ratio at the Soret band vs. 2 80 were pooled 
and reduced in volume with the remainder discarded. 
Scanning with a Carey model 15 spectrophotometer gave 
the classical cyanmethemoglobin peaks at 545 mu and 420 mu 
and oxyhemoglobin peaks at 540, 575 and 412 mu. 
Centrifuge Studies 
Concentration dependence 
The possibility of a concentration dependent association 
of sub-units was studied by determining sedimentation values 
over a fourteen fold range of concentration. Samples of 
purified oxyhemoglobin in •05M KH^PO^ buffer, pH 7.0 were 
centrifuged in a Beckman Model E ultracentrifuge at 52,000 
rpm, to determine sedimentation coefficients. Since low 
molecular weight proteins are slow in pulling away from the 
meniscus, a filled epon, double sector, synthetic boundary 
cell was employed in all velocity studies, so as to form the 
buffer sample boundary immediately. A #77A wralten filter 
was placed over the light source and pictures taken every 8 
minutes with type II-G metallographic plates. Plates were 
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read with a Nikon model 6C microcomparator. Concentration 
was determined by optical density at 412 mu. 
Subunit dissociation 
The dissociation of human hemoglobin into dimeric and 
monomeric subunits occurs readily on the introduction of 
sodium lauryl sulfate In this study, samples 
of human hemoglobin and sperm whale myoglobin obtained from 
Mann Research Laboratories, and Chironomus tentans hemoglobin 
converted to the oxidized cyanide form were treated 
with sodium lauryl sulfate under identical conditions and 
the effect on molecular size determined in the ultracentri-
fuge. 
In each case sedimentation velocity of the untreated 
protein was carried out in a double sector synthetic boundary 
cell in which a wedge window replaced the standard type. An 
aliquot of the same sample, made 1% with sodium lauryl 
sulfate, was run in a standard cell in the same rotor. 
Centrifugation was carried out within 30 minutes of 
adding the sodium lauryl sulfate. The material was centri-
fuged at 60,000 rpm. Exposures were made every 3 minutes 
as indicated previously. 
A 0.05M Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.0, was employed due to 
the insolubility of lauryl sulfate in the phosphate buffer 
previously used. The three proteins were converted to the 
Figure 1. Spectrum of metcyanide hemoglobin after Sephadex 
filtration 
Figure 2. Spectrum of initial extract of oxyhemoglobin 
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oxidized cyanide form as mentioned under purification, and 
then dialyzed against the Tris buffer. No spectral changes 
from the cyanide to the oxygen form were observed over the 
course of a day in the absence of cyanide in the buffer. 
Sedimentation equilibrium 
Low speed sedimentation equilibrium studies were per­
formed to accurately determine the molecular weight of the 
heme proteins. Interference optics were used and the centri­
fuge was aligned for this purpose by procedures essentially 
the same as the standard Spinco procedures. The normal 
light source in the model E is green, as described pre­
viously. However hemoglobin absorbs strongly in this region 
and this factor in combination with the high concentration 
of protein at the centripetal end of a cell at equilibrium, 
renders fringe patterns unreadable. To remedy this a 
Baird-Atomic filter with a narrow bandpass at 690 mu and 
infinity blocking was substituted to produce a light source 
in which hemoglobin does not absorb significantly. Inter­
ference patterns were photographed on kodak type I-N 
spectroscopic plates. Two runs were made for each concen­
tration employed. The first was a synthetic boundary run to 
establish sample concentration in fringe numbers, and the 
second to determine the equilibrium itself. For the first 
run the cell was composed of a double sector synthetic 
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boundary centerpiece with an interference window loaded 
in the usual manner and run just long enough to take the 
interference pattern when buffer and protein solution met. 
For the second run a plain filled-epon double sector center­
piece was used and a column length of about 3mm was con­
structed. Equilibrium was assumed after 36 hours. 
Ill Equilibria were established for the Fe CN form in 
a buffer of O.OIM phosphate 0.01% KCN buffer (pH 7.0). The 
least concentrated sample had an absorbance of 5.4 at 420 
mu. The concentrations of the other samples were calculated 
on the basis of fringe numbers relative to this sample. 
Equilibrium were calculated in areas of linearity within the 
cell by methods described by Richards and Schachman (1959) 
and by the whole column method of Lansing and Kraemer (1935). 
Gel Electrophoresis 
Electrophoretic patterns were studied using acrylamide 
gels in an apparatus similar to that described by Ornstein 
and Davis (1964), supplied by the Buchler Instrument Cor­
poration. 
Discontinuous system 
Initially, the discontinuous buffer system of the above 
authors was employed. In this system a 0.0025. M Tris, 0.0413 
M glycine buffer pH 8,3 serves as a chamber buffer, while 
a 0.365 M Tris, 0.0619 M HCl solution at pH 8.9 serves as 
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gel buffer. Ammonium persulfate (0.07%) and TEMED (0.03 
ml/lOOml gel) served as catalysts. 
7-1/2% Gel solutions were made by mixing stock 
acrylamide with stock buffer solutions. The gel solution 
was added to 8mm x 6mm x 75mm glass tubes at room temperature, 
to within 2cm of the top and a smooth surface created by 
layering chamber buffer on top of the gel. The gels were 
allowed to polymerize for thirty minutes, the surface rinsed 
with chamber buffer and a 0.1 ml layer of spacer gel at 
pH 6.9 layered on top and polymerized. 
Larvae were bled by slitting them lengthwise with, a 
needle in 0.1 ml of upper buffer made 7.5% with sucrose and 
0.0001% with brom phenol blue. The hemolymph-buffer solu­
tion was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for ten minutes, the 
supernatant drawn up in a pasteur pipette and applied to 
the surface of the gels under a layer of upper buffer. 
Electrophoresis was carried out at room temperature at 
2.5 ml per tube until the dye had migrated to within 1cm, 
from the end of the tube. 
The gels were removed from their tubes, by rimming with 
a fine wire and expelling them with water pressure. They 
were placed in a quartz cuvette, supplied by the Gilford 
Instrument Company and were scanned in a Gilford model 2410 
gel scanner attached to a Gilford model 240 spectrophotometer. 
Gels were scanned at 280mu and 412mu, with a slit width of 
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.05min. The gel scanner was modified by replacing the standard 
Gilford drivé with a 2.7 watt AC synchronous motor in order 
to provide greater uniformity of speed. 
The early gels were then removed from the cuvette and 
stained for 12 hrs in a 1% buffalo black, 7% acetic acid 
solution, after which they were destained electrophoreticaily 
in a 7% acetic acid solution. When the gels had cleared 
of excess dye they were placed once again in a cuvette and 
read at 610mu. In later gels studied under the discontinuous 
system, the staining procedure was omitted. 
Continuous system 
In this series of experiments a number of changes in 
the above procedure, were made. The gel and chamber buffer 
were identical: they were composed of the Tris-glycine buffer 
mentioned previously. Polymerization and electrophoresis 
were both carried out at 6°C; the concentration of ammonium 
persulfate, for polymerization was increased to 0.2% in the 
gel solution. Spacer gels were omitted. Certain of the 
gels were polymerized with stock solutions, others by adding 
buffer to dry acrylamide. Gels were prerun for 2 hrs at 1 
ma per tube to remove catalyst which interferes with electro-
hporetic resolution at such high levels (Hubby 1963). Gel 
tubes were increased to 10 cm in length. 
The gels were scanned directly in the electrophoresis 
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tubes at 412inu. This was made possible by reducing the 
slit height to about 1cm around the center of the tube, so 
as to produce a flat baseline. ^ 
Tests for chemical artifacts To check on the 
stability of the hemolymph and the overall reproducibility 
of Rf and area determinations, the hemoglobin from 20 
Wisconsin larvae was pooled and the material lyophilized. 
Electrophoresis was carried out, using the continuous system, 
both before and after freeze drying. 
To test for artifacts due to variation in oxidation 
state of the hemoglobins, two larvae were bled separately 
with a finely drawn capillary pipette, and 1/3 of their 
hemoglobin run immediately using the system just discussed. 
The remaining two thirds of their hemoglobin was oxidized to 
the metcyanide form by dissolving it in 0.1 ml of chamber 
buffer made 0.5% with KgFefCN)^ and 0.1% with KCN, the pH 
adjusted to 7.0. 
After one day of sitting at 6°C another 1/3 of the 
material from each larva was desalted on a G-lOO Sephadex 
column (2mm x 5cm) equilibrated with tris glycine chamber 
buffer. The hemoglobin fraction was collected by saving 
those drops which were visually red. Collection volume 
was about 0.5ml. Flow rate was approximately 3 ml per hour. 
The hemoglobin was checked for a spectral shift to the 
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cyanide form and then reduced in volume to 0.05 ml using a 
Sartorius ultrafiltration device. The hemoglobin solutions 
were mixed with 0.1 ml of sample buffer and electrophoresis 
carried out using the continuous electrophoresis system. 
The remaining third of the hemolymph of each larva was 
treated in essentially the same manner except that the 
0.045M Tris, 0.025M boric acid, O.OOIM EDTA buffer of Smithies 
(1964) was substituted in both the Sephadex column and 
electrophoresis gels, in order to check for any artifacts 
due to the low ionic strength of the tris glycine buffer. 
Repeated bleeding experiments 
In this series of experiments, larvae were bled every 
two days under a variety of conditions to test for changes 
on an individual basis. Larvae were bled in the third or 
fourth most posterior section with a 2mm glass capillary, 
drawn to a fine point with a Brinkmann micro electrode 
puller. 
The continuous electrophoresis system was employed 
without change except that the inner diameter of the electro­
phoresis tube was changed to 4 mm and the length reduced to 
3 cm. Gels were prepared from solid acrylamide daily. 
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RESULTS 
Centrifuge Studies 
Concentration dependence 
Table 1 summarizes the effect of concentration on 
sedimentation velocity. 
Table 1. Sedimentation velocities of Chironomus hemoglobin 
at various concentrations 
Absorbance at , , Sedimentation 
412 mu coefficient (S20,w) 
1.5 0.14 1.7 
5.4 0.52 1.5 
9.2 0.91 1.7 
22.0 2.02 1.4 
22.0 2.02 1.6 
Concentrations were determined from optical density 
using the extinction coefficient for human hemoglobin of 
1.6 X 10^ at 575 mu (Granick and Mauzerall, 1961). Sedimen­
tation velocities, were calculated by the equation 
c _ 2.303 d log x ,,, 
° ^ "
Where w = angular velocity in radians/sec, t = elapsed time 
in minutes and x = distance from the center of rotation in 
cm. Values were corrected to a temperature of 20°C. 
From the schilieren patterns reproduced in Figures 3-6, 
it is clear that the hemoglobin migrated as a single peak 
with no suggestion of a multicomponent system or a concen-
Figure 3. Sedimentation velocity of Chironomus hemo­
globin at ).D. 22.0. Direction of sedimen­
tation is to the right 
Figure 4. Sedimentation velocity of Chironomus hemo­
globin at O.D. 9.2 
Figure 5. Sedimentation velocity of Chironomus hemo­
globin at O.D. 5.4 
Figure 6. Sedimentation velocity of Chironomus hemo­
globin at O.D. 1.5 
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tration-dependent equilibrium between monomeric and digeric 
forms. 
Also to be noted, is the shadowing on the protein side 
of the cell due to the adsorption of green light by the 
hemoglobin solution. This led to difficulty in reading 
the center of the peaks in the high concentration runs. In 
view of the difficulty encountered at high concentration 
and the peak spreading at low concentration, the variability 
in sedimentation is not surprising and the determination at 
optical density 9.2 is probably the most accurate. 
Subunit dissociation 
The results from this series of experiments are 
summarized in Table 2. 
Table 2. The effect of sodium lauryl sulfate on molecular 
size 
Absorbance at Sedimentation coefficient 
412 mu Buffer alone Buffer with SLS 
Human Hb 10.5 4.6 2.0 
Myoglobin 12.0 2.0 1.8 
Chironomus Hb 12.0 1.7 1.7 
SLS was chosen as the dissociating agent because of its 
minimum distortion of sedimentation value, as compared to 
other agents such as urea (Schachman, 1960). Furthermore, 
Ingram (1959) has demonstrated its effectiveness in 
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dissociating human hemoglobin to its monomeric form. 
As can be seen in the photographs, the separation of 
human hemoglobin into its monoxneric form occurs immediately 
and completely, under the conditions employed. No signifi­
cant change was observed in the myoglobin or the insect 
material. 
Sedimentation equilibrium 
Estimates of the molecular weight of Chironomus hemo­
globin were determined according to two formulations. By the. 
method of Svedberg and Pederson (1940), apparent molecular 
weight is estimated by Equation 2. 
M app. = . d In c (2) 
W (1-vp) dr 
Where w is the angular velocity of the rotor, v the partial 
specific volume of the protein, p the solution density, R 
the gas constant, T the absolute temperature, and c the con­
centration at different distances, r, from the axis of 
rotation. 
A partial specific volume of 0.751 was assumed, since 
Svedberg and Erikssen-Quensel (1934) have found most in­
vertebrate hemoglobins to conform to this value. The con­
centration at each point in the cell was determined by 
adding the fringe value to the concentration at the meniscus. 
The concentration, c^, at the meniscus was calculated by the 
Figure 7. Effect of sodium lauryl sulfate on the sedimenta­
tion velocity of human hemoglobin. Lower sample 
with sodium lauryl sulfate, upper without sedi­
mentation to the right 
Figure-8. Effect of sodium lauryl sulfate on myoglobin, as 
in Figure 5 
Figure 9. Effect of sodium lauryl sulfate on Chironomus 
hemoglobin, as in Figure 5 
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equation of Richards and Schachman (1959) 
r 
^ r" dc 
= -o 2-A (3) 
where c, -c is the difference in fringes from the base of D • m 
the column to the miniscus, r^ and r^ are the distances of 
the meniscus and cell bottom from the center of rotation. 
The term, c^, was obtained by a preliminary run with a double-
sector synthetic boundary cell. 
Molecular weights were also calculated by the whole 
column method of Lansing and Kraemer (1935) 
M app. = -2-^ 2 — ' (4) 
W (1-vp)(r^ -r^ ) o 
The values arrived at by means of these equations are 
summarized in Table 3. 
Table 3. Estimation of molecular weight of Chironomus 
hemoglobin by equilibrium studies 
Sample ^ _ Molecular weight 
concentration '^o b ^m By Equation 2 By Equation 4 
mg/ml X 10^ 
0.7 3.91 . 1.02 1.58 1.55 
1.3 6.78 5.50 1.45 1.73 
2.0 10.47 8.38 1.52 1.66 
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Molecular weights determined by the distribution of 
protein over the whole column are in general agreement with 
those determined on a point by point basis, at all three 
concentrations. This is to be expected on viewing the plots 
2 of Log c vs r . The plots are linear at all three concen­
trations, showing no aggregation or non-homogeneity. Thus 
it appears that at every concentration we have been dealing 
with a single polypeptide of mw 16,000. 
Gel Electrophoresis 
Discontinuous system 
Using the discontinuous system a number -of factors _ 
were examined: the multiplicity of hemoglobins, the resolu­
tion of scanning unstained gels at 280 mu and 412 mu compared 
stained and destained material, the uniformity of gel scan­
ning, and the resolution afforded by the method of Ornstein 
and Davis (1964) compared with a continuous system. . 
Heterogeneity, qualitative and quantitative Large 
larvae (4^^ instar) were selected for electrophoresis on a 
random basis from 20 Wisconsin cultures and gels run as 
described under methods. The values at 412 mu are summarized 
in the~accompanying table. Eleven different, characteristic 
types of hemoglobin are found in the Wisconsin strain of 
Chironomus used in this laboratory. 
2 Figure 10. Plot of log c versus r for Chironomus 
hemoglobin at a concentration of 0.7 
mg/ml 
Figure 11. As in Figure 8, but at a concentration of 
1.3mg/ml 
Figure 12. As in Figure 8, but at a concentration of 
2.Omg/ml 
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.65 
.64 
.63 
.62 
.60 
.59 
.58 
.57 
.56 
.55 
54 
.53 
47.7 47.9 50.1 50.3 505 
2 
1.06 
.96 
O .86 
.76 
.66 
47.1 48.1 49.1 50.1 
120 
1.15 
1.10 
1.05 
1.00 
0.95 
030 
0.85 
45.8 478 49.8 51.8 
Figure 13. Left frame, run to determine zero concentration 
Right frame, equilibrium cell. Sample concen­
tration 2.0mg/ml 
Figure 14. As in Figure 11, sample concentration 1.3mg/ml 
Figure 15. As in Figure 11, sample concentration 0.7mg/ml 
3 1  
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Table 4. Rf values, discontinuous system 
Peak Individual Number 
number ^ ^ . 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 .21 .21 .21 .21 .20 .24 .24 .23 .24 .24 .25 .23 .23 
2 .57 .57 .57 .56 .56 
3 .58 ,59 .61 
4 .70 .69 
5 .74 .72 .74 .73 
6 .80 .78 .78 .77 .79 .79 .77 
7 .83 .82 .82 .82 
8 .86 .84 .86 .84 .85 .85 
9 .91 .91 .92 .91 .90 .92 .92 
10 .98 .95 .96 .94 .94 .96 .96 .95 
11 1.0 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 .99 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Positions in the table are assigned by assuming the 
minimum number of values necessary to account for all the 
peaks present. Individual 8 justifies the assignment of 
separate values to peaks 1, 2, and 6-11. Individual 10 
proves the existence of peak 3 and individuals 12 and 13 
permit value assignments for peaks 4 and 5. The peak posi­
tions for all other runs are designated by assuming a minimum 
deviation from the values thus established. 
The table is constructed to indicate on a tentative 
basis, the variability in type of the hemoglobin present in 
individual larvae. The level of resolution exceeds the 
reproducibility of the method and the placement of values 
is somewhat arbitrary. For example, on the basis of 
quantitative relationships it is possible to argue that 
peak 6 of individual 6 is the same as peak 7 of individual 10, 
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the difference of .05 Rf units being due to random fluctua­
tion. 
Such considerations were not taken into account and 
positions were assigned strictly on Rf value. This is not 
to say that such considerations are invalid. Rather, it is 
not necessary to reach a conclusion on their validity in 
order to demonstrate the heterogeneity of values. 
Scale drawings of a few individual scans are also pre­
sented. They indicate that considerable variation exists 
as to quantity as well. No attempt was made in this series 
of experiments to determine the degree of accuracy of Rf 
values nor the relative areas under the peaks since it soon 
became apparent that this method of electrophoresis was of 
inferior resolving power. It is worth noting in these scans 
that both the lead hemoglobin peak and the indicator dye 
migrate together. It is also of significance that the 
spacer gel effects the Rf value of the band closest to the 
origin, but none of the others. 
Resolution of scanning Opportunity was taken in this 
series to compare scanning unstained material at 280mu and 
412mu with staining, destaining and scanning at the dye 
maximum of 610mu. 
The accompanying scale drawings of scans of a Wisconsin 
larva (#8) at three frequencies, reveal that although the 
Figure 16. Discontinuous system, unstained material scanned 
at 412 mu. Left, individual #1, Right, 
individual #2 
Figure 17. Discontinuous system, individual #6 
Figure 18. Discontinuous system. Left, individual #10, 
Right, individual #13 
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extinction of the hemoglobins at 412 is approximately 1/2 
that of stained material at 610, it is sufficient to indi­
cate the position of all of the heme proteins. Further, 
it reveals that the hemolymph does contain other discrete 
protein components, at low levels, but enough to interfere 
with analysis of some minor hemoglobin bands, in the employ­
ment of a general protein stain. On this basis, it was 
decided to eliminate staining altogether and scan only at 
412 mu. 
A comparison with a photograph of the actual gel re­
veals that the scanner represents as shoulders what the 
eye sees as clearly separated peaks. None of the peaks are 
actually lost however, and due to the accuracy of quanti­
tation and determination of the Rf values as well as the 
simplicity of experimentation, it was decided to continue 
using the scanning method. 
Repetitive scans of the stained gel were completely 
superimpossible, indicating that errors in the scanning 
mechanisms are not significant in these studies. This was 
corroborated by trial scans of a rigidly mounted wire screen 
which indicated a scanning error of 15 parts per thousand. 
It was decided to try cooling to see if diffusion of 
bands could be minimized. As high levels of catalyst are 
employed to polymerize low temperature gels it was decided to 
prerun the gels to remove the catalyst. When these gels were 
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run, it became apparent that the discontinuous system does 
not afford as high a degree of resolution as prerun gels. 
Figures 19, 20 and 21 demonstrates this. Three gels were 
made. Two were prerun 1-1/2 hours at 2.5 ma per tube, while 
the third was kept capped in the electrophoresis chamber. 
The hemoglobin from three larvae was pooled, and at the end 
of the prerun approximately one-third of the pooled material 
was added to each of the gels and all three were run in 
normal fashion. Figure 23 shows that six peaks are resolved 
by the usual method whereas nine are visible in the prerun 
gels in Figure 24. 
A series of seven runs were made to determine the number 
of hemoglobins demonstrable by this method. The results 
appear in the table below and in the accompanying scans. 
Table 5. Rf values of pre-run gels 
Peak 
number a 1 b 2 a b a 3 
Run Number 
b a ^ b a 5 b a ^ b a ^ b 
1 .18 .19 .18 .18 .15 • .17 .17 .15 .15 .15 .15 .14 .17 .19 
2 - .39 .37 .36 .36 
3 .40 .42 .41 .43 .42 .44 .45 .45 .43 .41 .42 .42 .42 .43 
4 . 4 6  . 4 6  
5 .48 .48 .47 .47 -.50 .50 .49 .51 .48 .49 . 4 9  .49 .50 .50 
6 .52 .52 .54 .53 .53 .53 . 5 4  .54 .52 .53 .52 .54 
7 .56 .55 .56 .55 
8 .61 .61 .61 . 60 . 5 8  .57 .60 .59 .57 .56 . 5 8  .  58 .58 .58 
9 . 56 .65 .66 .65 .66 .67 .65 .64 .64 .63 .63 . 6 4  .65 .65 
10 .68 . 6 8  .68 . 6 8  
11 .70 .70 .70 .70 .70 . 6 9  .70 . 6 9  
12 .73 .72 .72 .71 .72 .71 .72 .71 .72 
13 .75 .75 .75 .73 .75 .74 .74 .74 .74 .74 
Figure 19. Discontinuous system, individual #8. Scan at 
280 mu prior to staining 
Figure 20. Discontinuous system, individual #8. Scan at 
412 mu prior to staining 
Figure 21. Discontinuous system, individual #8. Scan at 
610 mu after staining and destaining 
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Figure 22. Paired gels of individual #8, photographed after 
destaining. Scan of left most gel is presented 
in Figure 21 
4 1  
Figure 23. Pooled hemoglobin run in the discontinuous 
system 
Figure 24. The same material applied after 1-1/2 hours 
of pre-running. Listed as run la in Table 5 
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Two gels were employed per run. In runs one through 
D. 
six the hemoglobin from two individuals was pooled and half 
the material run on each gel. In run number 7 individual 
larva were used in each gel. Runs 1/ 2, 3, and 7 were done 
at room temperature, 4, 5, and 6 at 6°C. Gels 3a, 4b, 
5a, 5b, 6a, 6b, and 7a were run with a spacer gel, the rest 
without. 
At least 12 different hemoglobins are demonstrable. 
The same heterogeneity of pattern, obtained earlier, is 
present. The data from the paired gels indicates a daily 
error of + 0.01 around an Rf value. This does not, however, 
establish the extent to which day to day errors effect 
Rf values, and once again the positioning of Rf values in 
the table is not well established. 
As before, the spacer gel lowers only the value of the 
most anodal peak. The runs at 6°C are sharper than those 
at room temperature. 
Continuous system 
It was apparent from the work with pre-running gels that 
resolution was increased by decreasing counter ion concen­
tration in the gel. The fact that the lead band separated 
into three bands and ran behind the dye front could not be 
attributed to catalyst levels, since room-temperature gels 
run at lower catalyst levels demonstrated the earlier and not 
Figure 25. Pre-run gels. Left, run 2a, Right, run 2b 
Figure 26. Pre-run gels. Left, run 3a, Right, run 3b 
Figure 27. Pre-run gels. Left, run 4a, Right run 4b 
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Figure 28. Pre-run gels. Left, run 5a, Right, run 5b 
Figure 29. Pre-run gels. Left, run 6a, Right, run 6b 
Figure 30. Pre-run gels. Left, run 7a, Right, run 7b 
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the improved pattern. 
As a consequence, these results were taken to their 
logical conclusion and in this series of experiments gels 
were constructed of the same buffer as that employed in the 
chambers. As will be demonstrated later, resolution was 
improved. First, however, experimental results will be 
presented which indicate the accuracy of the determinations 
of Rf values by the use of this method. 
Tests for chemical artifacts Twenty Wisconsin larvae 
chosen from 10 Wisconsin cultures were bled in distilled 
water and the supernatant from centrifugation lyophilized 
to dryness. This material was stored in an erlenmeyer 
flask and kept in a dessicator at 6°C. Gels were run on 
the material before and after lyophilization, the former to 
determine the degree of stability of the hemoglobins, the 
latter to ascertain the accuracy of the gel method, assuming 
stability of the freeze dried material. The results are 
summarized in the table below and the scans on the following 
pages. 
Figures 31, and 32 demonstrate that the material is 
relatively stable to degradation and oxidation, the major 
change being a loss of a double peak at Rf .606 and .619 and 
its replacement by a single peak. This is probably not an 
effect of electrophoretic resolution as the three time periods 
were run on duplicate gels, with good consistency for each 
Figure 31. Pooled material prior to lyophilization. Left, 
half an hour after extraction. Right, 12 
hours later 
Figure 32. Pooled material 24 hours after extraction, just 
prior to lyophilization 
Figure 33. Lyophilized hemolymph. Left, 4/29/59, 
Right, 4/30/69 
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Table 6. Rf values of pooled material 
Peak 
no. 
Untreated material 
time after 
extraction in hours 
Lyophilized material 
day of run 
1/2 12 23-1/2 4/29/69 4/30/69 a b 
5/2/69 
1 .093 .086 .101 .093 .087 .082 .083 .081 .090 
2 .186 .184 .173 .176 .173 
3 .276 .274 .264 .264 .262 .272 
4 .316 .310 .350 .308 .318 .311 .321 .316 .316 
5 .396 .382 .382 . 370 . 378 .373 .376 
6 .492 .504 .515 .490 .488 .475 .485 .474 .477 
7 .570 .576 .585 .557 .556 .545 .556 .549 .550 
8 .606 
9 .618 .607 .630 .593 .596 .587 .597 .585 .590 
10 .652 . 645 .666 .643 .646 .632 .642 .635 .640 
11 .707 .701 .725 .693 .694 .688 .696 .685 .687 
12 .770 .773 .790 .746 .748 .752 .760 .747 .753 
13 .818 .825 .832 .800 .809 . 804 . 815 . 800 .805 
period. 
This pooled material is also of interest because it 
indicates which peaks are consistent throughout the population 
and which are heterogeneous throughout the population. i.e. 
it presents an average % composition for each peak. As 
will be seen later, there are, on an individual basis, large 
discrete peaks between position .38 8 and .606. However, 
these are variable in their presence, and in the pooled 
material this area is relatively homogenous. Likewise, 
the peak at .707 is not always expressed, but in individuals 
which express this peak, the peak is larger in proportion to 
peak .770 and .818 then the pooled material suggests. These 
results lend validity to the belief that the variations are 
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not artifacts of separationbut true production differences 
from individual to individual. They also suggest an explana­
tion for the difficulty that Braun (1961) had in obtaining 
more than four bands from mass homogenates of Ch. plumonus. 
As can be seen in the accompanying figures, the lyophil-
ized material contains several peaks not previously present, 
namely peaks 2, 3 and 5, as shown in Figure 33. Since freeze 
drying was begun at the same time as the material in Figure 
32 was run, these must be considered breakdown products. 
The material is of interest however, since it gives infor­
mation on the day to day reproducibility of the method. 
As the Rf values demonstrate, the method is extremely 
accurate, with each peak showing a maximum deviation around 
a central value of + 0.015 Rf units. 
Estimation of areas under the curve do not appear, 
unfortunately, to carry the same degree of accuracy as that 
found with Rf determinations. Areas were determined with 
an Ott planimeter. The accuracy of this method was verified 
by comparing ratios obtained by cutting out and weighing 
the various areas on zeroxed copies of the scans. The 
material is presented in ratio form to avoid corrections 
in overall concentration from run to run. 
A ready explanation for the variation in areas cannot 
be found. It would not appear to be concentration related 
since the run at 4/29/69 was carried out with 0.35mg of 
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Table 7. Ratios of areas under the curve, lyophilized 
material 
oompSea ^7W69 575769 
a b a b a b 
4/1 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.3 
6/1 15.0 16.8 14.1 14.4 17.3 14.8 15.3 
9/1 14.9 17.3 9.7 11.0 15.6 14.6 13.7 
material per gel, and the others at 0.25mg per gel. 
Opportunity is taken at this time to present material 
which verifies that the hemoglobin differences, as found 
by Manwell (1966), are not due to changes in oxidation 
state. As outlined under methods, two individuals were 
bled and one third of their hemoglobin run immediately, the 
rest converted to the cyanide form and run on both the Tris-
glycine buffer used in these studies and as a crosscheck 
on Smithies' Tris-borate-versene buffer. The surprising 
results are shown in Figures 34, 35 and 36, as well as a 
table of Rf values. 
The results of these runs indicate that hemoglobin 
multiplicity is not a function of the low ionic strength of 
the gels nor of oxidation state differences among the variant 
hemoglobins. While the values of the tris borate Rfs are 
lower than the tris glycine gels, their comparative position 
is clear in the electropherogram. 
Figure 34. Test for chemical artifacts, tris-glycine buffer. 
Left, run #1, Right, run #2 
Figure 35. Tris-glycine-cyanide buffer. Left, run #1, Right, 
run #2 
Figure 36. Tris-borate-versene buffer. Left, run #1, 
Right, run #2 
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No 
1 
2 
4 
6 
7 
8 
10 
12 
13 
8. Test for chemical artifacts; Rf values of individuals 1 and 2 
. . , . , . 1 . . T tris-borate-
tris-glycine tris-glycine-cyanide yersene-cvanide 
individual individual individual individual individual individual 
#1 #2 #1 #2 #1 #2 
092 .088 .092 .092 .091 .091 
320 .314 .297 .294 .284 .280 
488 .486 .472 .468 .454 .446 
544 .543 .523 .520 .503 .500 
560 .558 .547 . ? .528 .532 
592 .595 .582 .577 . 560 .556 
644 .643 .630 . 627 .610 .610 
752 .751 .742 .746 . 720 .710 
792 .804 .785 .786 .759 .745 
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Additional support for the single oxidation state comes 
from repetitive scanning of gels to determine the peak posi­
tion of the Soret band. These demonstrated a variation among 
the hemoglobins, certain bands exhibiting a peak at 412, and 
others a peak at 420. These maxima indicate that certain 
of the bands are in the reduced oxygenated state, while 
others are in the reduced deoxygenated form. Owing to the 
high affinity of Chironomus hemoglobin for oxygen, it is 
unlikely that prior to electrophoresis the hemoglobins were 
deoxygenated. Therefore, this would point to deoxygenation 
in the gel itself and indicate that there is variation in 
the affinity of the electrophoretic variants for oxygen. 
This view is substantiated by the fact that mass homogenates 
of Chironomus hemoglobin, always demonstrate a typical Hb02 
spectrum after initial isolation under normal conditions of 
oxygen tension. 
It is also of interest to see that, as expected on the 
basis of molecular weight, the separation is not concentra­
tion dependent. Except for the loss of one peak in individual 
#1, Figure 35 is identical with respect to Rf. value for 
individual #1 and #2 even though individual #2 was run at 
a higher concentration. 
Larvae from a single egg mass 
With these parameters for the validity of the method, it 
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was felt that exploration of the variability of pattern 
could be done best by examining offspring from a single egg 
mass. For this purpose, individuals from a Wisconsin egg 
mass which hatched on 3/20/69 were chosen. 
The data on Rf values, areas under the curve and figures 
of scans are presented, along with information as to date 
of run. 
As the table of Rf values demonstrates, the reproduci­
bility of values is within the bounds set in the experiments 
with pooled material. This leaves only the placement of 
peaks 5 and 9 ambiguous. That is, the differences between 
peaks nine and ten and between peaks five and six are so 
slight as to make the assignment of a peak to either 
position outside limits of confidence. Assignments to 
either of these areas are valid only when both members of 
each pair are present together. 
The heterogeneity demonstrated in previous experiments, 
using individuals from separate bowls is once again evident. 
Peaks 1, 4, 7, 8, 10, 12 and 13 are present in variable 
quantities in all individuals with the exception of one. 
Peak 2 is present in half the larvae and peak 11 in one 
fourth. The presence of peak 11 is not correlated with the 
presence of peak 2. It occurs once in its presence and twice 
in its absence. 
Analysis of the variation in pattern is difficult. It 
Table 8. Rf values , bowl #1 
^ A a V Date and run number ST CCtJS. 
no. 
4/8/69 4/9/69 4/12/69 4/13/69 
1 2 3 4 5a 5b 6a 6b 
1 .097 .092 .093 .086 .090 .085 .089 .092 
2 
3 
.312 .324 .306 .306 .308 .308 
J 
4 .496 .485 .493 .482 .486 .490 .495 .496 
5 .518 .519 .517 .517 
6 .530 .533 .538 .528 .537 
7 .575 .558 .570 .552 .563 .565 .566 .570 
8 
Q 
.612 .592 .605 .597 .600 .598 .615 .622 
y 
10 .656 .636 .647 .657 .647 .650 .655 .658 
11 .690 
12 .773 .757 .764 .762 .766 .772 .777 .780 
13 .825 . 805 .822 .817 .813 .823 .823 .823 
Table 9. Area in square inches of selected peaks of indi­
viduals from bowl #1 
Peak Individual number 
no. 
1 2 3 4 5a 5b 5a 6b 
1 .25 .13 .23 .09 .21 .27 .26 .21 
2 .52 1.49 1.53 . 80 1.35 1 .66 1.36 1.03 
10 .33 . 36 .33 .34 .26 .42 .28 .27 
11 .25 
12 .08 .05 .08 .06 .05 .06 . 06 .05 
13 .15 .07 .06 .03 .04 .04 .04 .04 
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Date and run number 
4/16/69 4/18/69 4/21/69 4/22/69 4/23/69 
7 a 7b 8a 8b 9 a 9b 1 n 11 12 
.091 .090 .086 .084 . 082 .080 .090 .082 .097 
.320 .310 .309 .296 . 316 .316 
.402 .400 .408 .394 
.489 .488 .482 .488 .484 .484 .493 .488 .488 
.513 .509 .516 
.538 .530 . 526 . 523 .533 .522 
.567 .563 .567 .565 .556 .556 .565 .560 . 560 
.613 . 608 .595 .610 .600 .595 .608 .594 . 593 
.620 .620 
.652 .648 .646 .645 .631 .631 .648 .637 . 637 
.689 .692 .705 .698 
.773 .771 • .770 .768 .753 .753 .763 .758 .758 
.805 .819 . 821 .821 .796 .800 .820 . 825 . 810 
Individual number 
7a 7b 8a 8b 9a 9b 10 11 12 
.27 .28 .29 .28 .22 . 29 .13 .31 . 38 
.62 .77 1.06 1.13 1.18 1.48 .37 .91 1.12 
.21 .19 .35 .35 .19 .34 .07 .46 .73 
.16 .19 .16 .47 
.05 .07 .06 . 06 .06 . 08 .02 .06 .10 
.06 • .07 .07 .07 .05 .07 .01 .05 .10 
Table 10. Area ratios of selected peaks from individuals 
from bowl #1 
Peaks Individual number 
compared 
1 2 3 4 5a 5b 6a 6b 7a 
1:4 2.1 11.5 5.65 8.9 6.4 5.9 5.2 4.9 2.3 
1:10 1.3 3.0 1.4 3,8 1.2 1.6 1.1 1.3 .78 
1:12 .32 .38 .35 .66 .24 .22 .23 .24 .19 
1:13 .60 .53 .26 .33 .19 .15 .15 .19 .22 
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Individual number 
7b 8a Sb 9a 9b 10 11 12 
2.8 3.7 4.0 5.4 5.1 2.8 2.9 2.9 
.68 1.2 1.2 .86 1.2 .54 .62 1.9 
.25 .21 .22 .27 .28 .15 .54 .26 
,25 .24 .25 .23 .24 -07 .15 .26 
Figure 37. Individuals from culture number 1. Left, 
larva #1, Right, larva #2 
Figure 38. Left, culture #1, individual #3. Right, 
individual #4 
Figure 39. Left, culture #1, individual #5a. Right, 
individual #5b 
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Figure 40. Individuals from culture number 1. Left, 
larva #6a. Right, larva #5b 
Figure 41. Left, culture #1, individual #7a. Right, 
individual #7b 
Figure. 42. Left, culture #1, individual #8a. Right, indi­
vidual #8b 
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Figure 43. Individuals from culture number 1. Left, 
larva #9a. Right, larva #9b 
Figure 44. Culture #1, individual #10 
Figure 45. Left, culture #1, individual #11, Right, 
individual #12 
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is possible that a number of factors such as gene dosage, 
environmental influence and developmental change are 
operating separately or together. 
Because Tichy and English have demonstrated genetic 
variation in Chironomus populations, it might be thought 
best to analyze the data on the basis of gene dosage alone. 
That is, a possible solution to the problem of variable 
production is to assume that it is entirely genetic and is 
caused either by allelic substitution or differential regu­
lation of a locus depending on its position in the genome. 
The possibility of position effect is within reason as 
Philip (1942), Beermann (1952), Acton (1957) and Rothfels and 
Fairlie (1957) have shown extensive chromosomal polymorphism 
in Chironomus populations with a typical population showing 
multiple inversions. 
In setting up a model one must consider a number of 
factors.. Molecular weight studies indicate a monomeric 
hemoglobin and on this basis a single gene for each electro-
phoretic component. Studies with haploid parthenogenotes, 
presented in a later section, reveal haploid individuals 
containing eleven peaks simultaneously, indicating separate 
loci rather than allelic substitution for each of the 
molecular forms. Tichy and Thompson have demonstrated linkage 
of hemoglobin loci and it has been widely demonstrated that 
the occurrence of inversions suppress recombination. 
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indicating that there should be little recombination among 
these linkage groups. 
If one assumes the most extreme conditions, i.e., 
complete heterozygosity of the parental gene pool, then on 
the basis of the above only four patterns of ratios should 
predominate in the offspring in any given bowl. As Table 
10 demonstrates, within the limits of accuracy of the method, 
there are 11 patterns of production. If one assumes less 
than complete heterozygosity, the data are correspondingly 
more difficult to explain. 
If one relaxes the requirement of linkage and assumes 
that the loci are randomly distributed among the four linkage 
groups of Chironomus, while maintaining the assumption of 
limited crossing over, one can still determine whether 
genetic variability can account for the patterns found. 
Assuming complete heterozygosity of the parental gene 
pool, for those genes that are not linked, a comparison of 
any two loci yields 16 possible patterns. For those that 
are linked only four should predominate. A comparison of the 
area of one peak to four others should demonstrate at 
least one linkage relationship. A comparison of the ratios 
in Table 10 demonstrates that within experimental error 
peaks 1 and 4 and 1 and 10 are not linked. By setting up 
limits of ratios for peak 12 of .15-.22, .23-.32, .35-.38, 
.54-.66 and for peak 13 of .07-.15, .19-.26, .33 and .53-.60 
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four series of ratios can be achieved. On the other hand, 
if both are linked to peak 1 they should be linked to one 
another. As can be seen by comparing the area ratios for 
individuals 2 and 3 in Table 10, this is not the case. In 
both individuals, the ratios between peaks 1 and 12 indi­
cate that both peaks are members of the same linkage group. 
However, the ratios between peaks 1 and 13 indicate that two 
different linkage groups are involved. This would indicate 
that although linkage is possible, it cannot be predicted 
to either group with a high degree of confidence, swing 
to the experimental error in determining areas under the 
curve. 
The data indicate, then, that observed variations can 
be explained by extensive heterozygosity only if extensive 
recombination both within and between linkage groups is 
assumed. 
Repeated bleeding experiments 
An alternative model, which does not exclude hetero­
zygosity and dosage effects can be based on developmental 
change in individuals near maximal size (as well as changes 
from earlier to later laval instars). 
This model was tested with individuals from a single 
bowl (#113) first cultured on 3/29/69. The first two indi­
viduals (1 and 2) tested from the egg mass have already been 
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presented in Figure 34 with regard to the cyanide studies. 
Within experimental error the runs are identical. Under a 
system of balanced lethals or even one of extreme hetero­
geneity with no linkage, the probability of this occuring 
is extremely low. 
The possibility was considered that this bowl repre­
sents a fortuitous occurrence of homozygosity. That this is 
not the case is shown by runs of individuals 3-7, the peak 
Rf values of which are presented in the Figures 46-48 along 
with data on date of bleeding and areas under the curve in 
Table 11. 
The developmental studies outlined under methods were 
carried out on the remainder of individuals from this bowl. 
The data are summarized in Figures 49-60 and Tables 11, 12 
and 13. As before, only well separated peaks are analyzed 
for areas. 
As can be seen from the tables and from the figures them­
selves , distinct changes occur in single individuals from 
one sampling to another. 
These changes would not appear to be a function of the 
sampling process itself. In individuals eight and nine 
the changes from one sampling to the next are minimal. The 
same holds true for individuals 12 and 13 during their first 
three bleedings. Individuals ten and eleven showed a change 
immediately after the first bleeding whereas individuals 12 
Table 11. Areas in square inches of selected peaks in individuals bled from 
culture #113 . . 
Individual and date of bleeding 
No . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
5/3 5/3 5/14 5/14 5/15 5/20 6/5 5/19 5/22 5/19 5/22 5/26 6/5 
1 0.10 0.11 0.15 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.09 0.04 0.01 0.11 
4 1.20 0.88 1.06 1. 56 0.91 0.89 0. 35 0.94 0.47 0.21 0.19 0.19 1.12 
10 0.49 0.48 0.71 0.89 0.59 0.99 0.20 0.81 0.33 0.23 0.14 0.18 0. 86 
12 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 - 0.03 0.07 
13 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.09 0.02 0.14 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 — 0.07 0.03 
Pupation 6/5 
where-
marked 
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Table 12. As for Table 11 
Individual and date of bleeding 
no. 11 12 
6/7 6/9 6/11 6/18 6/3 6/5 6/7 6/9 6/18 
1 0.03 0.05 0.11 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.09 0.03 0.06 
4 0.43 0.60 0.75 0.08 0.79 1.16 0.57 0.10 0.11 
10 0.31 0.32 0.32 0.04 0.50 1.22 0.42 0.05 0.05 
12 0.02 0.04 0.04 - 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.01 
13 0.04 0.05 0.07 — 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.05 
Pupation 6/24 6/18 
where 
marked 
Table 13. As for Table 11 
Individual and date of bleeding 
no. 13 
6/2 6/4 6/6 6/8 6/10 6/12 6/18 6/20 
1 0.01 0.08 0.13 0.18 0.08 0.03 0.02 0.04 
4 0.33 0.50 0.70 0.67 0.24 0.07 0.11 o
 
H
 
10 0.29 0.48 0.59 0.27 0.08 0.03 0.09 -
12 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.01 - -
13 0. 03 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.01 — • 0.08 
Pupation 6/20 
where 
marked 
Figure 46. Culture -K_13. Left, individual #3, Right, 
individual #4. Right most peak past inflection 
point is reference dye 
Figure 47. Culture #113. Individual #5 
Figure 48. Culture #113. Left, individual #6, Right, 
individual #7 
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Figure 49. Culture #113. Left, individual #8 run on 5/19. 
Right, individual #8 run on 5/22 
Figure 50. Culture #113. Left, individual #9 run on 5/22. 
Right, individual #9 run on 5/19 
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Figure 51. Culture #113,- Left, individual #11 run 6/7. 
Right/ individual #11 run 6/9 
Figure 52. Culture #113. Left, individual #11 run 6/11. 
Right, individual #11 run 6/18 
Figure 53. Culture #113. Left, individual #10 run 5/26 
Right, individual #10 run 6/5 
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Figure 54. Culture #113. Left, individual #12 run 
Right/ individual #12 run 6/5 
Figure 55. Culture #113. Individual #12 run 6/7 
Figure 56. Culture #113. Left, individual #12 run 
Right, individual #12 run 6/18 
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Figure 57. Culture #113. Left, individual #13 run 6/2. 
Right, individual #13 run 6/4 
Figure 58. Culture #113. Left, individual #13 run 6/6. 
Right, individual run 6/8 
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Figure 59. Culture #113. Left, individual #13 run 6/10. 
Right/ run 6/12 
Figure 60. Culture #113. Left, individual #13 run 6/18. 
Right, run 6/20 
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and 13 showed a similar pattern of change between the 3rd and 
4th bleedings. 
The general pattern of change can be summarized as 
follows : an increase over the entire period in peak number 
1 and a rapid increase in peak number 8, concurrent with a 
decrease in peak number 10 and with peaks 5, 6, 7, 12 
and 13 remaining relatively constant in value. Tichy (1967) 
indicated a late development for the most anodal peak of a 
German strain of Ch. tentans using a Tris-borate-versene 
buffer thus tending to support these results. Further justi­
fication for a belief that these changes are not conditioned 
by bleeding is provided by the fact that individuals showed 
changed patterns after several bleedings that are similar to 
patterns observed in other individuals on their initial 
bleeding, e.g., individual 13 shows a pattern after its 
second bleeding very similar to individual 12 after its 
first bleeding. 
Some conclusions can be reached as to environmental 
effect. Individuals 1 through 9 were bled in their original 
environment. Individual 10 was placed in a bowl which was 
vigorously aerated by air bubbling through an air stone 
beginning on 5/25/69. Individuals 11 through 13 were placed 
in this bowl beginning on 6/1/69. With the exception of 
individual #13 all were kept under these conditions through­
out the remainder of experimentation. Individual number 13 
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was stressed in a nitrogen environment for two days between 
the 2nd and the 3rd bleedings. 
As can be seen from the accompanying figures, ten days 
after being placed in a highly oxygenated environment indi­
vidual 10 did not demonstrate a major change in the ratio 
between-peaks 8 and 10. However, individual 12 demonstrated 
a minor change between the 6th and 8th day in oxygen while 
individual 13 showed a major change between the 5th and 7th 
day similar to that demonstrated by individual 12, even 
though it had been deprived of oxygen. Furthermore, in the 
two samples taken during oxygen stress in individual 13 
no major change in pattern was observed. The data would 
tend to exclude, then, a short range influence of environ­
ment on hemoglobin response. 
It is interesting to note as well that individual number 
10 pupated without showing a major change in the ratio of 
peaks 8 and 10, while individuals 11, 12 and 13 all showed 
similar changes before pupation. It is possible as a pre­
liminary conclusion to postulate that pupation is not re­
lated to hemoglobin stage, but can occur at any time past 
a certain developmental level. Otherwise one would have to 
assume a rapid change in developmental stage undetected in 
individual 10. 
In either case, the data point to the danger of using 
size as a criterion of hemoglobin pattern. The larvae are 
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capable of making extensive changes in pattern within a short 
period of time. 
Parthenoqenotes 
As mentioned previously, studies with parthenogenotes 
selected at random from cultures provided by Dr. Peter 
Thompson revealed Wisconsin haploids showing eleven of the 
13 electrophoretically distinguishable hemoglobins indicating 
one locus per electrophoretic variant. 
It was felt therefore, that examination of single larvae 
from a parthenogenetic egg mass could solve the question 
of developmental vs. genetic change. Clearly, one could 
determine on this basis single dosage effects and determine 
quantitative relationships more simply. The results strongly 
favor developmental change and are summarized in the ac­
companying figures. 
All individuals were derived from a single egg mass 
from a randomly selected Wisconsin female, subjected to heat 
shock to increase parthenogenesis by a method discovered by 
Thompson. The egg mass was deposited on 5/25/69. Indi­
viduals were kept in their original environment prior to 
bleeding and were bled only once. 
The results do not agree with what would be expected 
from a segregating pattern of alleles. Individuals 1, 2, 
and 3 bled 16, 17 and 18 days after emergence of larvae 
Figure 61. Left/ parthenogenote 1. Right, parthenogenote 
Figure 62. Left, parthenogenote 3. Right, parthenogenote 
4 
Figure 63. Left, parthenogenote 5. Right, parthenogenote 
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demonstrate a set of patterns that within experimental error 
are the same. Three individuals selected 26 days after 
emergence showed a diversity of pattern not present pre­
viously. All of these individuals demonstrated an increase 
in peak 10 at the expense of peak 6, this change being least 
extreme in the case of individual no. 6. 
These results do not indicate a random change of pattern 
as would be experienced under genetic segregation but a 
time-dependent change expected under a developmental situation. 
It is also worth noting that the ratio of peak 1 to 4 
is low in all cases as expected from the previous studies, 
supporting the view that what we are seeing here is the 
early pattern with more extensive developmental changes to 
follow. 
An alternate view would be that all of these individuals 
. are demonstrating an early pattern and parthenogenotes 1, 2, 
3 and 6 are showing one segregating pattern prior to differen­
tiation, whereas 4 and 5 are demonstrating an alternative 
pattern. 
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DISCUSSION 
Molecular weight studies: The results from the 
molecular weight studies are in contradiction to the results 
of Behlkeand Scheler (1967). Working with Ch. plumosus/ 
these authors found that for the metcyanide form the dimer 
was completely favored between pH 5.2 and 7.5, with an S 
value of 2.73+.03, that there was a monomer-dimer equili­
brium between pH 7.5 and 9.0, and that the monomer pre­
dominated above pH 9.0. Further, these authors found that 
the S value was concentration dependent.. At pH /.4, it 
increased with decreasing concentration between 17.0 and 
1.4 mg/ml, extrapolating to a value of 2.5 S at zero con­
centration. 
As stated under Results, at pH 7.0, Ch. tentans 
hemoglobin has an S value of 1.7 over the same range of 
concentration tested by these authors. This material was 
in the Hb02 form, and although it is unlikely, this could 
account for the variance. 
However, the SLS experiments were carried out on 
metcyanide hemoglobin at the same pH and both treated and 
untreated material migrated with an S value of 1.7. Further­
more, sedimentation equilibrium studies over the same range 
in concentration demonstrated exclusively a molecular weight 
T T T  
of 16,000 for the Fe CN form. In addition, the sedi­
mentation equilibrium values have been corroborated for 
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Ch. tentans by Tichy (1957). 
It is of some worth noting, that the sedimentation 
work is supported by the migration characteristics of Ch. 
tentans on Sephadex. At pH 7.0 the V/V^ ratio indicates a 
molecular weight of 17,000. It can be argued that since 
human hemoglobin migrates with a molecular weight of 40,000 
on Sephadex due to dilution on the column (Andrews, 1964), 
the migration on Sephadex does not critically exclude a 
dimeric form. On the other hand, Behlke and Scheler indi­
cated a negative concentration dépendance at this pH. 
The exact reason for these contradictory results are 
unknown. The possibility of species differences exists, and 
it would be interesting to check for a variation in pattern 
between Ch. tentans and Ch. plumosus in sedimentation . 
velocity studies. Braun et al.,' (1968) has reported a mixture 
of monomers and dimers on Sephadex columns while purifying 
the hemoglobin of Ch. thummi. Since Ch. tentans hemoglobin 
migrates with a single peak on Sephadex, this further 
supports the notion of species differences. 
Other support for the monomeric form comes from the 
work on starch gels mentioned in the introduction. 
Dissociating agents such as urea and mercaptoethanol fail to 
produce a difference in the hemoglobin pattern of Chironomus 
from that produced in the absence of such agents. While this 
is not a conclusive demonstration of a native monomer, i.e.. 
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it is conceivable that in a rapidly associating-dissociating 
system the monomeric units would separate from one another 
initially, it at least indicates that in gel electro­
phoresis one is looking at monomeric products. 
Electrophoretic patterns It would appear from the 
work presented under "Gel Electrophoresis" that developmental 
stage plays a large part in the heterogeneity of pattern 
found in Chironomus tentans. Artifacts due to differences 
in the preparation of the gel or to differences in the 
oxidation state of the hemoglobins would appear to be ex­
cluded. On the other hand analysis of the pattern of hemo­
globin in individuals from a single egg mass, demonstrates 
that only extreme heterozygosity together with extensive 
recombination could account for the diversity on a genetic 
basis alone. Evidence from multiple samplings of individual 
larva and from studies on young parthenogenotes indicates 
a possible developmental pattern, the lateness of which can 
be judged on the basis of the ratio between peaks 1 and 4. 
That is, the "Repeated Bleeding Experiments" indicate a 
steady increase, in late larval life, in the area under 
peak 1 while the area under peak 4 remains constant. Hence, 
the ratio between peaks 1 and 4 may be a convenient indi­
cator of stage of hemoglobin pattern irrespective of larval 
size. 
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On this basis a reexamination of the data from siblings 
in a single culture leads to a possible alternate inter­
pretation of the variation. As can be seen, the ratio 
between peaks 1 and 4 suggests that this group of larvae 
were all in a fairly late stage of development. Individuals 
11 and 12 would be classed as earlier in developmental stage 
then the others tested in this series, on the basis of the 
relationship between peaks 8 and 10. While it is possible to 
attempt a further ordering on the basis of the ratio between 
peaks 7 and 8, this is probably not justified. 
Clearly, gene dosage does play an effect. Consistent 
differences in type and quantity have been found between 
different strains of Chironomids tested in this laboratory 
but not reported in the body of the thesis. Until inbred 
lines are established and"the respective roles of genetics 
and development have been separated, further interpretation 
is thought pointless. 
Independent control A general model of control can 
be based on the results thus far obtained. It would appear 
that peaks 4, 12 and 13 are relatively constant in quantity, 
both from individual bleeding experiments and from develop­
mental studies. Furthermore, it would appear that peak 1 is 
slowly increasing in late development, whereas peaks 8 and 
10 change quantity rapidly at the end of the developmental 
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cycle. 
These patterns would appear to indicate independent 
control of individual loci or at least of various clusters 
of loci. Correlating with this is the finding by Tichy, 
that while 7 hemoglobin loci are located on the third chromo­
some, they are not all closely adjacent to each other. 
Role of the hemeprotein; The physiological role of 
Chironomus hemoglobin has been explored by few authors, and 
its function remains in doubt. However Walshe (1957), 
using C02-poisoned Chironomus, found that the hemoglobin 
is involved in the transport of oxygen during the periods 
of intense activity accompanying filter feeding. Indeed 
it is difficult to imagine that a protein which on the basis 
of O.D. measurements constitutes two-thirds of the hemolymph 
protein is not functionally involved at all stages in the 
life cycle. 
Some indication has been given that the hemoglobins 
may differ as to their oxygen affinity. The possible role 
of hemoglobin multiplicity in meeting either changes in 
external environment or internal requirements is unknown. 
The fact that some hemoglobin changes appear to be develop­
mental suggest that at least partially the multiplicity is 
in response to changes in internal environment. 
The possibilities for further research to establish 
the pattern of development and genetic control of the hemo­
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globins are great. A traditional operon model, with,an 
integrated, cluster of loci is not indicated by the results 
thus far. Further speculation oh the level of control will 
require a different line of experimentation. Radioactive 
labeling might be of advantage in this regard. As a first 
step, it would indicate whether the variation is, as specu­
lated, due to a differential rate of protein synthesis and, 
if so, the degree to which individual hemoglobin components 
vary in rate of production. 
The creation of inbred lines would also be of value; 
they would facilitate genetic mapping through the elimina­
tion of inversions and allow for the interpretation of 
quantitative variation free from genetic considerations. The 
possibilities for the creation of such lines are good. 
Using parthenogenotes one can determine single gene dosage 
levels. Furthermore, with refinement of bleeding technique, 
individuals can be typed for hemoglobin pattern and then 
used in individual mating experiments. These two factors 
point to a rapid means for establishing lines homozygous 
for hemoglobin production. Thus far inbred lines have 
proven viable for as many as three generations and the 
absence of chromosomal polymorphism in some lines suggests ' 
a high degree of genetic homozygosity. 
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SUMMARY 
1. The genetic basis of hemoglobin production in the 
larvae of Chironomus tentans was studied. As a necessary 
first step, the molecule weight of the hemeprotein was 
estimated by ultracentrifugation. Sedimentation velocity 
studies over a ten fold range in concentration yielded an 
S value of 1.7+.2 with a single symmetrical peak at all con­
centrations tested. The peak homogeneity and S value were 
maintained in the presence of 1% SLS. Equilibrium centri-
fugation, at three concentrations covering a ten fold range, 
yielded a molecular weight of 16,000. On this basis it 
was concluded that the hemoglobin was monomeric with a single 
gene responsible for the production of each hemoglobin type. 
2. Electrophoretic variants were characterized by gel 
electrophoresis using both the method of Ornstein and Davis 
and a continuous method. Both methods demonstrated a high 
degree of multiplicity of hemoglobin type. The continuous 
method gave superior resolution, demonstrating 12 electro­
phoretic forms in the population studied. 
3. The reproducibility of the method was tested with a 
lyophilized sample of the hemolymph from 20 larvae. The 
method demonstrated reproducibility to within .015 Rf units 
around a mean Rf value at all points along the gel. 
4. Oxidation and buffer effects were tested for by 
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running the hemolymph from two individuals according to 
standard procedures and comparing these to the same material 
converted to the metcyanide form and run in the standard 
buffer, modified by the addition of cyanide, and in a simi­
larly modified Tris-borate-versene buffer. No artifacts 
due to the low ionic strength of the buffer, nor to oxidation 
could be demonstrated. 
5. The quantitative variation in individual larvae 
proved difficult to explain on a simple genetic basis alone. 
Multiple samples from the same individual showed a rapid 
change in hemoglobin type without a concurrent change in size. 
On this basis it was concluded that developmental changes 
occur within a larval instar, leading to difficulty in making 
a genetic interpretation; In addition, it was tentatively 
concluded that the various hemoglobins are not quantitatively 
related. 
6. Parthenogenotes demonstrated as many as eleven of 
the-loci in a single individual. Indicating that the variants 
are not present as the result of allelic substitution but 
are the products of separate loci. Parthenogenotes from a 
single young-culture further supported a pattern of develop­
mental change by exhibiting a time dependent pattern of 
variation. 
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